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A Star

What fraction of the star is blue?

E.S. (from a recent book)

Square Triples

I’ve made up the name Square Triple for any set of three different positive integers

a, b, c that have the property that all three sums a + b, b + c and a + c are perfect

squares. For example, 3, 22, 78 is a square triple since 3 + 22 = 25 = 52,

22 + 78 = 100 = 102 and 3 + 78 = 81 = 92.

How many square triples can you find among the integers from 1 to 100?
E.G.
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A Word

In each of the four-letter words you have to add one letter and jumble the

five letters to make a mathematical word (thus if the word was DIME

you could add X and jumble to make MIXED).

Jumble the six added letters to make another mathematical word.
W.R.

Sandwiched

Two squares with edges of 8cm and 18cm are drawn with their bases on a horizontal

line and a third square is drawn sandwiched between them.

If the centres of the three squares are in a straight line, what length is the edge of the

middle square?
E.G.

An Old-fashioned Father

A man has £24 which he decides to share among his children; each child to get a

different number of whole pounds with the oldest getting most, down to the youngest

getting at least £2.

He realises that he can do this in just five different ways. How many children must he

have?
H.K.M.
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All Prime

Each row across, each column down and each diagonal reading either way, gives a three-

digit prime number.

Can you solve the puzzle given just these clues?

C + E = D, C × C = A, C + D = F and 2D = B

The digits 0, 2, 5 and 6 have not been used and the grid indicates the repeated digits.

V.L.

A Puzzle by Dudeney

Henry Ernest Dudeney (1857-1930) was one of the great

puzzle composers. This is one of his.

You have four coins. Arrange them in a straight line without

any outside aids, like a ruler.
W.R.

Elevenses

There are nine hundred three-digit numbers. How many of them are palindromes (i.e.

read the same backwards as they do forwards)? I suppose you could find them by

writing the list down but with a little thought you should be able to work out how many

there are.

Some of the three-digit palindromes produce four-digit palindromes when they are

multiplied by 11 – for example 434 × 11 = 4774 and 222 × 11 = 2442. Find how many

do this.

How many of the nine thousand four-digit numbers are palindromes? And how many

of them produce five-digit palindromes when multiplied by 11?
E.G.
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Imaginary Squares

Eight different sizes of square can be drawn on this lattice

(using the dots as vertices).

Write down the areas of these squares – without any drawing.
H.K.M.

Hidden Treasures

A number is hidden behind

each shape.

The sum of six of the rows and

columns is given.

Find the missing sums.
B.C.

Very Touching

Suppose that you have a collection of about thirty congruent square tiles or ‘coasters’.

Here are two arrangements of some of them:

In the arrangement of seven tiles on the left, one of the tiles – the central one – touches

all six of the other tiles. On the right there are nine tiles and the central tile touches the

other eight. Can you find some arrangements in which one of the tiles touches more

than eight others?

What is the maximum number of tiles that can be touched by one individual tile?
E.G.
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Seven Prime Numbers (some of which are the same)

Place prime numbers in the regular hexagons so that the number in each of the bigger

shapes is the sum of the three numbers in the regular hexagons that touch it.

W.R.

Prime Evil

Two numbers m and n fit the equation m2 = n2 + p where p stands for some prime

number. Find some examples and make some observations.

Can you prove that your observations work for any possible values of m and n?

For your examples, work out the value of 4mn + 1. Make another observation. Can you

prove this too?
E.G.

Different Views

Here is a solid made from six coloured cubes.

You can see six views: from the top, bottom,

left, right, front, back, but not in any

particular order.

Can you make the solid?
R.F.H.
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A Curious Shape

Find the area of the purple region.
E.S.

Remembering Logs

26 = 64 and 43 = 64. We can say ‘the log [in full, logarithm] of 64 (base 2) is 6’ or ‘the log

of 64 (base 4) is 3’.

You can see that a log is just an index number or power.

If a log of 16807 is 5 what must its base be?

(For most of the 20th century school pupils were taught to use logs (base 10) for

calculations such as 124.5 ÷ 0.174. Although complicated techniques were mastered few

could explain what a logarithm actually is!)
H.K.M.

Fixing the Pattern

Eight dominoes fit into a 4x4 square.

Obviously there are many ways, but your task is to place two dominoes in such a way

that all the remaining dominoes have their positions fixed.

For example you might try

but this allows either or .
W.R.
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Road Work

There are 26 towns in the land of Isometrica, and they are linked by 28 roads in such a

way that it is possible to travel from any town to any of the others.

Between any two towns there is only one direct road. All the roads run perfectly straight

from one town to another and, as you might expect, they always intersect at 60° to form

part of an isometric grid. Roads never cross except within a town.

Here is a map showing the positions of the towns. The numbers in the circles indicate

how many roads lead out of each town. Can you show where the roads actually are?

What is the greatest length of journey an Isometrican may need to make when travelling

between two of the towns?
E.G.
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Very Long Words

You probably know that the word SMILES is longer than the word FINCHES because

the distance after the first letter is miles in the first word, but only inches in the second.

Here are some words that seem to be longer than you might first think.

Can you remove four letters from the word STRIVE to leave four? If you don’t see the

trick, maybe these examples will help you:

Remove three letters from MIXES to leave nine.

Remove three letters from TILED to leave forty-nine.

Remove four letters from EXCEPT to leave ninety.

You might notice that in these examples if you take away an extra letter you are left

with more!

Once you spot the idea, you should be able to find:

i) a word meaning huge that, when five letters are removed, leaves two thousand.

ii) A word that, when four letters are removed, might leave 1001, 499 or 550.

Using the same kind of logic, can you find the missing numbers in these crazy

calculations?

60 – 3 = ?

? – 4 = 55

7 – ? = 5
E.G.


